Polarization-mode dispersion (PMD) is now widely recognized as a fundamental specification of single-mode optical fiber owing to its effects upon the linearity of analog transmission links and upon bit rate limitation in high-speed digital links.
Reflecting the complex phenomenon ofPMD and the different techniques used for its measurement, two different definitions of PMD have been proposed. An aim of this letter is to present results of computer simulations of fibers in the long-length regime, and to discuss, for each definition ofPMD, the implications of these results. As these simulations imply relations between the different measurement methods which are different from those previously predicted by theory, a second aim of this letter is to present a new theoretical analysis of the interferometric measurement which predicts results consistant with the simulation.
Jones matrix eigenanalysis (JME) [1] and wavelength scanning with extrema counting (WSEC) [2] are rigorously based upon the principal states model ofPMD [3] .
This model accounts for coherent addition of transmitted optical spectral components to arrive at a three-dimensional, wavelength-dependent polarization dispersion vector n. Each orthogonal component of n is normally distributed with zero mean and variance cr~. JME and WSEC yield the mean DGD ('t) , which in turn determines all statistical properties of this model. Accordingly, one proposed definition of fiber PMD in the long-length regime is simply the mean DGD. This mean can be interpreted as an average over a large wavelength range, or as an average at a single wavelength over a large range of environmental fluctuation.
A second proposed definition ofPMD is based upon the time-dependent intensity I(t) of the output ofa long fiber in response to an input pulse of duration much shorter than the fiber PMD [4] . Based upon modal dispersion in multimode fibers and upon the central limit theorem, we might expect I(t) to be a Gaussian pulse ofvariance crJ multiplied by a random amplitude caused by coherent addition of randomly phased components of the Gaussian. The proposed second-moment definition is
This definition enjoys the advantage of a direct connection to pulse spreading, but it suffers the disadvantage that no widely used PMD measurement technique measures 'til directly or indirectly. Interferometric measurement of PMD ( Fig. 1) yields data in the time domain [5] by measurement of mutual coherence by means of a field autocorrelator. Interferometric PMD measurement does not yield an intensity autocorrelation as asserted in [4] . In principle cr J and 't J can be measured using an intensity autocorrelator [6] , e.g. by introducing a frequency-doubling crystal into the autocorrelator of Fig. 1 . However, as a field autocorrelation is not sufficient to determine the width of a short pulse [7] , the field autocorrelator used in PMD measurements cannot measure the width of an intensity envelope.
As neither interferometric measurement, JME, nor WSEC has been simply related to the pulse distortion caused by PMD, choice of a measurement method must be based upon other considerations. In this letter we present simulations of fibers in the long-length regime which show that the result of interferometric PMD measurement depends upon the characteristics of the optical source in addition to the PMD to be measured. In contrast, we show that the result of JME and WSEC is independent of the characteristics of the optical source. As these simulations imply relations between the different measurement methods which are new, we begin by presenting a new theoretical analysis of the interferometric measurement which confirms the simulation results in the limit of large PMD.
The transmission T(O) of Fig. 1 will be treated as an ergodic random process in order to develop new theory which builds upon some of the results arrived at in [2] .
The true transmission i;0) through a fiber and polarizer was shown in [2] The Fourier transform relationship between the envelope of the interferometric photocurrent and the transmitted power spectrum is illustrated in Fig. 2 . The broad
shape of E(t) determines Cfe and the fine structure of T(ro). The fine structure ofE(t)
determines the broad shape of T(ro) , i.e. the power spectrum of the source. We obtain results valid for large PMD by considering a rectangular power spectrum of width Aro much larger than any variations in T(ro). According to the definition of h(t) , its transform is given for small 00 by (2) where RrT(ro) is the autocorrelation of T(ro) , i.e. the expected value of T(l1)T(l1 + 00).
Since h(t) is an even function, we can obtain (J~' the variance of h , from the following Fourier transform relation:
where H"(O) is the second derivative of H(ro) evaluated at 00 = 0 .
Evaluation of H(O)
is based upon the probability density function of T ,which is uniform over (-112, 112):
A property of the derivatives of a stationary random process [8] 
is R~T(O) = -(T,2) .
Integrating equation (26) of [2] yields the probability density function of 1", which in turn allows calculation of H"(0): 
The rms DGD is related to the polarization dispersion vector by (t 2 ) V2 = J3 an [3] . This, in combination with (3), (4), and (6), yields the relations of the interferometric photocurrent envelope to the rms DGD and the mean DGD in the limit of high PMD or large optical source bandwidth:
The characteristic width a e of the interferometric photocurrent envelope is substantially different from the rms DGD, in contradiction of the equality predicted by the theory of [4] . Relation (8) is confirmed by the simulation in the limit of high PMD.
Highly mode-coupled fibers were simulated using concatenations of waveplates, as described in [2] . The frequency-dependent Jones matrix of a fiber was found by calculating the product of 2000 frequency-dependent waveplate matrices at 19.5-GHz intervals over a frequency range of 185 to 225 THz, or approximately 1333 to 1622 nm. Each waveplate angle was uniformly distributed over the interval (-1t, 1t) , and each waveplate delay was uniformly distributed over the interval (0, 't max ) ' Different fibers were simulated with 't max ranging between 0.45 and 4.95 fs,
The simulated data were analyzed using three methods: WSEC, interferometry, and JME. The set of simulated data was augmented for WSEC and interferometry by simulating results with the output polarizer P2 of Fig. 1 selecting O-degree, 45-degree, and circular polarizations. JME and WSEC yielded identical values of ('t) when a mode-coupling factor k=O.814 was used. This mode coupling factor is essentially the same as the k=O.824 arrived at in [2] . In order to investigate dependence on the spectral width of the source, each fiber was first analyzed at 2048 frequencies using a spectral window of width~encompassing the full 40-THz simulation range. The data were then analyzed in two groups of 1024 frequencies each, using a window of width~/2. Similarly, the data were subdivided and analyzed using windows of widths~/4,~/8,~/16 and~/32.
As the frequency range is subdivided to simulate optical source spectra of successively smaller bandwidth, both JME and WSEC lead to the same mean DGD no matter how many times the spectrum is subdivided, as long as all subdivisions are included in the mean. This source independence is a direct result of each measurement's specification. The measured power spectrum through the output polarizer is normalized by the source spectrum to obtain T(ro) for WSEC [2] . Similarly, matrices for JME are measured one at a time, each at a separate wavelength, in a manner independent of the shape of the source spectrum [1] . Measurement of mean DGD, whether by WSEC or JME, is therefore based strictly upon the properties of the fiber to be tested, independently of the optical source characteristics.
Interferometric second moments were obtained directly by applying the formula O'~= JE(t)t 2 dt / JE(t)dt, integrating only over ranges of t for which E(t) remained above 10-3 times its peak value to minimize the (already small) effects of round-off noise. In the absence of PMD, the optical source spectrum itself results in a characteristic interferometric envelope of variance 0';. As the simulated spectrum was subdivided, a second-moment source width O's was found for each spectral window, and the source width was subtracted from each measurement by calculating O£ =(crt -0' ;)112. For each of over 10 5 simulated fibers, the mean DGD (r) and this function depends upon the shape of the optical source spectrum. As ('t) is independent of the source spectrum, the dependence of ('t)/ Oe on the source spectrum indicates a dependence of Oe on the source spectrum. The second-moment measurement of PMD is dependent upon both the device to be measured and the source used for measurement.
In conclusion, the PMD measured by interferometry is not related by a simple constant to the mean DGD. In the limit of large PMD or large source bandwidth, the two measured results are related by the ratio given by (8) . This ratio is predicted theoretically and confirmed by simulation. A second-moment definition ofPMD results in measurements which depend upon the spectral shape and bandwidth of the optical source, especially for measurement of PMD less than approximately 0.3 ps. A mean DGD definition of PMD results in measurements which depend only upon the device to be measured, independent of the optical source.
